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1. Introduction

Cities are one of the most prominent man-made systems around us. They
have been in existence for several thousand years and at numerous points
in the past, they have been the focal point of human progress. However,
cities are also elusive, ever changing, and hard to describe consistently.
It is probably for this very reason that while we might be successful at
analysing cities, we are yet to be fully successful at synthesising models
of them.

1.1 Motivation

Procedural modelling techniques have long been a point of interest in
computer graphics. They allow us to create realistic models of various
natural phenomena, such as terrains [36, 26], plants [28], and clouds
[8, 23]. Nevertheless, it wasn’t until recently that examples of simulating
man made phenomena started to appear in literature [25, 27]. With the
rising fidelity of today’s graphical production, the demand for more com-
plex content by the video-game industry, film studios, TV production,
and others is rising. This, together with a lack of skilled workers, makes
procedural modelling a method of choice in graphical content creation.

Virtual cities are no exception to this rule. With more than a half of
the world’s population currently urbanized, it is no surprise that cities
frequently feature in books, movies, video-games, and commercials. For
example, CityEngine [1], the current state of the art procedural city gen-
eration solution, lists DreamWorks, Pixar, Microsoft, nVidia, IBM, Boe-
ing, the architect Zaha Hadid, and several world renowned universities
as its customers.

1.2 Goal

The goal of this thesis is to propose and implement a method that solves
a subproblem of procedural city generation, namely the generation of
street networks. This, we set out to do using a bottom-up, historically
consistent approach, letting the settlement grow from a potentially small
village up to a large city.

We pay special attention to the cases where minimum per-instance
input is desirable, such as batch generation.
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2. Background

The goal of this chapter is to familiarize the reader with topics relevant
to this thesis. While some of the information is not referenced elsewhere
in the document, we believe it is still an integral part of the discussion.

We begin by introducing procedural modelling, following by a short pre-
sentation of L-Systems. Finally, we give a an overview of city theory.

2.1 Procedural Modelling

Procedural modelling, a notion that we will use interchangeably with
procedural generation, has been around since the early days of computer
graphics. It has always been used where the complexity, manifested by
either the size or the amount of detail, of a graphical object made manual
modelling prohibitive.

Imagine we need to generate a scenic outdoor scene for a movie or a
game. With a mountain range in the background, a running stream go-
ing through the middle, grass and other small flora growing all around,
and possibly a forest in the distance and some cirrus clouds in the sky.
While we might spend several man months modelling such a scenario by
hand, we’re going to be much better off if we have the terrain generat-
ed by simulating erosion, the various plants, trees, tree-bark, and foliage
all generated and placed using methods based on botanical research, the
cirrus clouds approximated using a noise function, and the white water
of the running stream animated by a particle engine. If we do not like
certain details of the generated image, we can even easily change the pa-
rameters and generate a completely new scene that we might like better;
such is the power of procedural modelling.

As might already be apparent, the central idea behind procedural mod-
elling is to generate the resulting graphical object automatically—by
means of an algorithm or a mathematical function—as opposed to mod-
elling it manually, for example in a 3D modelling package. We can proce-
durally model anything from music to stories. Most importantly, we can
procedurally generate textures, models, and animations. Below, we dis-
cuss the most important advantages of procedural modelling over manual
modelling:

1. Variability Procedural modelling allows for a great level of vari-
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ability. Algorithms might provide the artist with a set of semantic
parameters that allow the artist to control the various properties of
the output. This ranges from the colours and vein look in a marble
texture to the amount of rust on an old car model to the fluffi-
ness of a cloud. If we happen to be using a stochastic algorithm,
a semantically equivalent, but different result can be obtained by
providing the algorithm with a different random seed.

2. Detail A computer’s computational power can easily be exploited
to add very fine detail, such as cracks on tree bark or small bumps
and dents on a terrain. Procedural modelling methods usually scale
well with respect to level of detail, allowing us to create coarser
and finer versions of the graphical object. For instance, the façade
of a building might be represented by a textured quad when the
camera is far away, only to get populated with more detail, such
as geometry for window ledges, window frames, etc., as the camera
moves closer.

3. Realism - Some methods might require a lot of non-trivial com-
putation to provide accurate and realistic results. While this is
easily facilitated by a computer, it might be prohibitively complex
for a human. Imagine simulating a realistic winter scenery, where
the night and day temperature differences, altitude, melting snow,
freezing water, and cloud cover all play part in how the resulting
scenery looks (see Figure 2.1). While an artist might conceivably
be able to model such a scenery in a reasonable amount of time,
its realism and size would always be limited.

4. Storage requirements - By storing just the parameters, usual-
ly no more than a few kilobytes, we can deterministically repli-
cate any pre-approved procedural content. Or we can just generate
new objects at random. For instance, the 2004 technological demo
“.kkrieger” presents a first person shooter game, including procedu-
ral music and animations, in just 96 kB of (compressed and highly
optimized for size) executable code (see Figure 2.2).

But procedural modelling isn’t without its drawbacks:

1. Generation time - While some procedural modelling methods are
real-time, more complex methods, such as terrain erosion, are not.
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Figure 2.1: A realistic winter scenery generated using heat-transfer cal-
culations [22].

This, in turn, requires us to generate the graphics objects in a pre-
processing step. Depending on the application and the number of
such objects, we might even be forced to generate the objects offline
and ship the resulting data together with the application. Either
way, we lose some of the above mentioned advantages.

This is a common problem in many contemporary computer games,
where at least a part of the assets is procedurally generated, yet has
to be stored explicitly to prevent long loading times and to allow for
different kinds of human-made changes that are introduced during
the asset’s production process.

2. A priori knowledge - In order to simulate a phenomenon, we need
to have a solid understanding of the principles behind it. This, how-
ever, might prove to be a stumbling block when there’s no relevant
and applicable research available. In that case, we’re typically left
with trying to develop an ad hoc method for the phenomenon at
hand, which might be neither feasible, nor possible.

Imagine we’re being challenged to design a method for procedu-
ral modelling of medieval castles. Identifying, locating, and likely
translating the resources you need to understand not only why,
but also how castles were constructed might prove to be difficult,
as might be finding the name of the relevant scientific discipline
(castellology). Even then, analysing and categorizing all the re-
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Figure 2.2: A screenshot from the 96 kB large game .kkrieger

quired information is not going to be very straightforward. More
likely than not, we would end up with an ad hoc method that al-
lows us to generate a specific kind of castle that looks good, but
which its medieval inhabitants would find little use of.

3. Development effort - If there are no available tools to generate
the desired content, we might have no choice but to implement
them ourselves. This, in some cases, might be a serious undertak-
ing and might even defeat the original purpose of using procedural
modelling, e.g. saving time. For example, CityEngine [1], the cur-
rent state of the art city modelling package, has been developed
for about a decade [25] and the development team now consists
of several people. Aside from implementing the method itself, we
also have to consider the non-negligible costs associated with inte-
grating our system with 3rd party components and the production
pipeline.

4. Artistic limits and future - When trying to simulate man made
phenomena, such as a painting or a city, we might often stumble
upon our inability to be computationally creative and inventive. In
the broad sense, this means that algorithms are vastly limited when
artistic or creative output is expected, often relying on rule-sets and
knowledge bases; see Figure 2.3 for some examples. In trying to
simulate the development of historical and possibly future tastes,
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art, and states of knowledge, which undoubtedly greatly influence
the state of all that is man-made, we’re trying to achieve a goal
that is even higher. We’re trying to simulate man-kind. Notably,
not even most humans would prove to be creative and accomplished
enough for our needs.

There is no fixed taxonomy for procedural modelling methods. Our
attempt at classification of procedural modelling techniques is largely
based on [34], remarks in [29], and our personal experience. As noted
in [34], the classification is continuous rather than discrete. Some of the
classifications only apply to certain applications, such as computer games.
This will mostly be apparent from context. Based on their nature and
background, procedural methods can be classified as follows.

Depending on the type of deployment, procedural methods can be
classified as online and offline. An online method executes during the run-
time of the client application, whereas an offline method is run somewhere
in the production chain, the data being stored and shipped together with
the client application.

However, the above classification is not always the most natural one.
Sometimes, it would be more convenient to define an algorithm to be
online if it generates the data on-the-fly, as the client application demands
them. Offline algorithms would then be those that generate the data in
a pre-processing step, be it on the client machine or somewhere in the
production chain. To stay consistent with [34], we do not redefine the
terms online and offline and instead refer to these algorithms as on-the-
fly and pre-processing algorithms.

It is rather obvious that all on-the-fly algorithms have to be real-time.
However, both real-time and non-interactive algorithms can be offline
and pre-processing.

Aside from the already mentioned running time issues, offline algo-
rithms might be useful when the generated objects only serve as a ba-
sis for the final object’s shape and look. On the other hand, both on-
line methods and on-the-fly methods save potentionally large amounts
of space. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the data eventually has
to expand into its full, “uncompressed” form, part-by-part in the case of
on-the-fly methods, or at once in the case of online pre-processing meth-
ods.

Next, the nature of the resulting content has to be considered. Neces-
sary content has to satisfy a number of constraints in order to function
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(a) Aaron, with decorative panel.

More than iron, more than lead, more than gold I need electricity.
I need it more than I need lamb or pork or lettuce or cucumber.
I need it for my dreams.

(b) Unnamed poem by Racter.

Figure 2.3: A picture generated by AARON, a computer painting system
by Harold Cohen. Using a knowledge base and a very extensive rule-
set, AARON is able to generate images by tracing the outlines of the
scene’s setup [6]. Figure 2.3a is reproduced from [6]; Figure 2.3b is a poem
from The Policeman’s Beard Is Half Constructed [3], a book written by a
computer program named Racter; the version of the program that wrote
the book has never been released and allegedly made very heavy use of
human-made templates.
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properly within the context of its application. In a computer game, this
might mean that the player has to be able to proceed through a pro-
cedurally generated maze or have access to game items prerequisite to
successfully proceed in the game play. The rest of the content, or optional
content, only has to satisfy a weaker set of constraints, as it serves no
actual purpose in the game-play or the storytelling.

The degree to which an algorithm is parametrizable is also important. On
one end of the continuum, we have non-parametrizable algorithms with
no non-trivial input but the eventual random seed. On the other end,
we have algorithms that provide us with a wide spectrum of parameters
to control the output of the algorithm, resulting in highly parametrizable
algorithms.

Purely non-parametrizable algorithms per se are rare, and we are
most likely to encounter random seed algorithms that are instances of
parametrizable algorithms with pre-set parameter values. Either when
novelty is desired, or when the exact detail of the generated asset is not
crucial with respect to the result, some of the parameters might be gen-
erated randomly, limiting the possible outcomes of the algorithm to only
a subclass of the full parametrization’s range.

Furthermore, procedural modelling methods can either be stochastic, or
deterministic. Whereas a stochastic method makes use of a random seed
to add randomness to the result, a deterministic method is based only
on its parameter vector.

While a stochastic method is best employed where new data are de-
sired with each execution of the algorithm, such as when generating ter-
rains or trees, a deterministic method is useful when we want to impera-
tively generate the desired output, for example a sphere. Notice that we
can easily recreate a specific instance of a stochastic method by fixing
the random seed is was made with, thus turning the algorithm into an
imperative sequence1.

Much like proofs, some procedural methods are constructive, creating
something according to a set specification and maintaining the satisfia-
bility of constraints invariant at all times, while others first generate an
more or less arbitrary instance and only then try to see if it has the desired
properties (generate-and-test). Generate-and-test methods are becoming

1Unless, of course, there are other sources of non-determinism, such as multiple
threads using the same number generator.
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more and more prevalent, the possible reason being ease of implementa-
tion and ease of design. Heuristics are often used to decrease the total
running time of the generate-and-test method.

Finally, it is useful to distinguish between a top-down and a bottom-
up approach to procedural modelling. A top-down (also ontogenetic, or
ad hoc) approach tries to find some defining properties of the expected
result and looks for arbitrary ways to reproduce them. An illustrative
example of that would be terrain generation using noise, where an obser-
vation about the frequencies in the desired result is first made, and the
terrain is then synthesised from this spectra. While usually satisfactory,
the output often only resembles the desired object.

Its opposite, the bottom-up (also teleological, or simulational) ap-
proach tries to create the result by means of a plausible simulation of
its own growth [39, 29]. For terrains, this at least means simulating the
erosion due to water and wind on different types of sediments. While
more demanding, the results are usually more satisfying. Their realism,
though, is limited by our understanding of the underlying processes and
our computational power.

Note that we cannot use the top-down approach should we wish to
simulate the evolution of an entity over time. To do that, we have to
make observations about the evolution itself, thereby more likely than
not turning it into a bottom-down approach.

2.2 L-Systems

In trying to simulate the topological configurations present during the
growth of filamentous organisms such as algae [21], Aristid Lindenmayer
proposed a string rewriting system, with two special characters used to
denote branches, usually referred to as an L-system. With the geometri-
cal interpretation of this formalism and with its further generalizations
that resulted in the various forms of L-systems in use today, the potential
for comprehensive modelling of high-level plants had been demonstrated
for both botanical[12] and computer graphics related purposes[31].

An (deterministic context-free) L-System is defined [28] as 3-tuple G =
(A, ω, P ), where A is a an alphabet, A∗ is the set of all words over A, A+

is the set of all non-empty words over A, ω ∈ A+ is a non-empty word
over A, and P ⊂ A × A∗ is a set of production (rewriting) rules a → Ξ
mapping individual symbols in A to words over A. If no production rule
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Figure 2.4: An example of branching. Reproduced from [28].

for a certain symbol a ∈ A exists, an implicit a → a production rule is
assumed.

Starting with the string s0 = ω, we simultaneously replace all sym-
bols, using their respective production rules, to yield s1 and eventually,
si. For example, let A = {a, b}, ω = a, and P = {a → ba, b → aa}, we
get s0 = ω = a, s1 = ba, s2 = aaba, s3 = babaaaba, and so forth.

Traditionally, turtle graphics [2] is used to geometrically interpret L-
systems. Initially, the abstract turtle starts at the origin of a given space
(in our case, R2, and is rotated 0 degrees (looks along the positive x axis).
We control the turtle using four basic commands, namely turn left by δ
degrees (by convention using the − symbol), turn right by δ degrees (+),
move forward, tracing a line (F ), and move forward without tracing a
line (f).

To allow for branching, the [ symbol is used to push the current
position and orientation of the turtle on a stack, and ] is used to replace
the current position and orientation of the turtle by the stack’s top-most
entry. See Figure 2.4for an example.

In more advanced forms, L-systems serve as a useful tool in procedural
generation of content.

2.3 Cities

With almost a half of the world’s population living in urban areas, cities
serve as social, cultural, and economic hubs, being a commonplace arte-
fact in developed societies. As such, they have been subject to scrutiny
from various scientific and artistic disciplines, including urban geography
(a form of sociology), architecture, and urbanism.
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The following is only a very brief overview of the history of cities
and some of processes that have determined it. It is a mixture between
the various above mentioned scientific disciplines and its main goal is
to illustrate the inherent complexity behind cities and the amount of
abstraction that would be necessary for a perfect simulation. The termi-
nology is, unfortunately, not necessarily consistent across literature, as
different authors may use different and often colliding names for various
concepts.

Before we start, let us consider a few basic definitions. The adjective
urban means related to a city or city-like. The definitions of urbanism
and urbanization are also quite elementary. We will define the first as
a science that concerns itself with the structure and function of a city.
The latter can then be defined as the process of becoming city-like; it
can be further classified depending on whether it concerns population,
culture, or something different altogether; we, however, will use it almost
exclusively in its broad sense. Finally, we will consider the definition of
a city. At first, we might be tempted to define a city2. Hence, the terms
population, density, and area are not that easily defined any more. Even
though there is no universally accepted definition of a city, we consider the
qualitative definition by means of the added functions and services (such
as administration, health care, trade, etc.) it provides to its surrounding
area to be the most appropriate for our purposes. It should not be in
contrast to the way the reader already understands and uses the term.
It, however, also reveals additional characteristics of a city. An in-depth
discussion of the topic can be found for example in [7].

The rest of this chapter is largely based on [32, 19, 16, 30, 15, 14].

2.3.1 Evolution of Cities

To accurately describe the development of cities, we have to start at
an early stage in the development of mankind. Generally, non-modern
societies are divided into three developmental stages, namely savagery,
barbarism, and civilisation. While savages would depend for food on fish-
ing, hunting, and collecting, barbarians would make at least partial use of
plant cultivation and possibly animal breeding to cater for their dietetic
needs [5]. The switch between these two stages, the Neolithic revolution,

2Let us forego all legislative definitions of a city, which are not relevant to our
discussion) by considering its population, its density, or its area. However, in the past
decades, new urban structures (see below) where the borders between cities are not
easily apparent have appeared
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occurred at around 8000 BC and is the first important milestone in our
discussion.

The more advanced food production methods of the barbarians would
allow for much higher, although still comparatively low, population den-
sities and semi-permanent and permanent villages comprising of a couple
hundred people would appear. However, the rise in total population was
usually accounted for in the rise of the number of settlements rather
than in the rise of their respective populations, as the area that would be
needed to sustain such settlements would be too large to be administered
by the then-current modes of transport. Also, especially where growing
crops was the main source of food, the whole settlement would have to
be moved every two or three decades when the land’s fertility started to
decrease.

While the above mentioned methods would allow for a small food
surplus to be produced, it typically wasn’t enough to sustain full-time
specialists, i.e. people who could abandon their food-gathering duties and
concentrate on specialised tasks. Those people therefore had to share
their time between both their specialization and food production, the
split being heavily in favour of the latter [5].

During this period, the first settlements with city-like features—such
as Catal Huyuk in Anatolia, Turkey (7500 BC - 5700 BC), with a popu-
lation peaking at about 5000 people, which was based on volcanic glass
trade, or Byblos, Syria, a seaport—came into existence. The formation
of these first permanent city-like settlements, which for some reasons
wouldn’t depend on its environment as heavily as the others, is a next
important step in the evolution of cities, although the very important
fact that everybody had to take part in food production still remains
valid.

At around 4000 BC, in the basins of the Nile, Indus, and Euphrates-
Tigris rivers, irrigation-based farming finally started to produce enough
food to support a class of specialized people. This surplus was collected
by a new class, the priests, and later on other city officials, as a form
of tax to the relevant god or deity and stored in the deity’s temple or
at an adjacent granary. The temple would usually be the dominating
structure within the settlement, placed at a naturally or artificially el-
evated place, providing the city with its identity. In order to facilitate
the book-keeping of the surplus, various counting systems and scripts
were invented. Together with metallurgy, the wheel, and the plough, the
ability to aggregate surplus and to support a new class of people brought
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the societies of Indus and the Fertile Crescent to the next stage in the
development of human societies, the civilization, and gave rise to the first
cities[5].

Generally, two extremes in city-building can be observed. In what used
to be the original hinterland of castles, markets, and similar functional
cores, highly irregular street patterns resulting from the uncoordinated
growth of that time can be found [14]. We can see a similar pattern
emerging on the fringes of today’s settlements, usually a result of the
absence of planning.

On the other hand, descriptions of regular patterns in city-building
can be found as early as ancient India, the most prominent regular pat-
tern being the grid, which has been in almost universal use since the very
beginning of city-building, and is most notably represented by cities in
the USA. Additionally, various other radial, star-like, and similar pat-
terns have been proposed.

Both irregular and regular street patterns can be exemplified by the
street network of the Manhattan Island, New York City, USA. In 1811, a
commission rejected a non-grid proposal by Joseph Mangin and decided
in favour of a regular grid layout, arguing it would lower building costs
and simplify orientation. The only rudiments of the original, erratic, con-
struction are Wall Street, built in place of the original Dutch settlement’s
fortifications, and Broadway, the original settlement’s main street and a
road that originally connected this settlement at the south-west end of
the Manhattan Island with mainland America [14].

However, not all planned layouts are necessarily regular. Often-times,
they exhibit signs of regularity or a pattern, but are fitted specifically to
a city’s future environment.

In the second half of the 18th century, several inventions, including the
water powered cotton spinning machine (1769), the steam engine (1775),
and improvements in the iron industry paved way for a rapid change in
society, the Industrial revolution. Starting in England and later spreading
to the rest of Europe, it induced a rapid increase in work-force demand
in the cities, which together with a work-force surplus in the remaining
regions triggered a wave of city-bound migration, the so called industrial
urbanization.

First, due to the lack of public transportation, people had to aggre-
gate within walking distance of their places of work. This resulted in
heavy crowding and dismal living conditions, as manifested for exam-
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ple by the the German architect Werner Hegemann, who was concerned
about the social ramifications if the upper classes do not “. . . stop to de-
press, by means of their accommodation, the lower classes in our cities
to barbarians, to an animal-like way of life”[10].

Later, with further development in technology and the advent of
public transportation, especially the railway, cities started to expand
in space and a the separation between industrial and residential quar-
ters became more apparent. Along railways, new housing, the so called
“railway-towns”, flourished (later on, “streetcar suburbs” would appear
in the USA, too [32]); for example, the population of Swindon, England,
rose from 2000 people in 1840 to over 50000 people in 1905, with over
14000 people being employed by the railway’s repair and manufacturing
works [37].

With automobilism, the mobility of people increased even further. In
parts of the world, especially in the USA and Canada, cheap gasoline,
abundance of land, and absence of major historical city cores together
with increased individual mobility led to urban sprawl, a phenomenon
where very-low density residential housing starts to “sprawl” around the
city’s original downtown [15], indicating the beginning of the modern era
in the history of cities.

The previous paragraph brings us almost up to date. In the next sec-
tion, we will continue our discussion with some of the newer theories and
concepts.

Modern development

In the 1980ies, the urban form of the city as most of us understand it
started to change. Due to the increased spatial expansion, historically
separate cities began to merge, forming large conurbations, also referred
to as “Megacities” or “Constellations”. According to the 1990 census,
the majority of US population started to live metropolitan regions one
million inhabitants or more in size, but this change isn’t indigenous to
North America; depending on the methodology used, the biggest megac-
ities range from 25 million inhabitants for Tokyo-Yokohama to over 40
million inhabitants for Shanghai and the Pearl River Delta region [32],
with other, smaller examples being spread out through the rest of the
world. Among others, this development also brings about the difficulty
of specifying where exactly one city starts and the other ends, especially
since services and functions within the constellations might shift.

Yet another peculiarity of the modern urban form is well illustrated
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by the Orange County, California, USA (“the heartless center of post-
suburban California”, as re-cited in [32]). Consisting of 5 counties, it
contains at least 12 cities of a hundred thousand people, totalling about
2.6 million inhabitants. All of that in what is mostly continuous sub-
urban structure, without any apparent major centres. Unsurprisingly, a
lack of identity ensues. For example, the major league sport teams in
the area have been attributed to both California and Los Angeles (the
Los Angeles County and the City of Los Angeles neighbours the Orange
County, with the distance between the cities being about 42 kilometres),
the local baseball team being a nice example. After moving to Anaheim,
Orange Country in 1966, the team was renamed the California Angels,
only to be renamed Anaheim Angles in 1996, only to be finally change
its name to the Los Angeles Angles of Anaheim in 2005.

In 1991, another urban form has been identified. Garreau describes
an “Edge City” (amongst other characteristics) as not being anything
like a city 30 years ago and having more office space than bedrooms. It
is most likely built on the intersection of highways (“at the intersection
of several thousand acres of farmland and one developer’s monumental
ego”, as re-cited in [32]) and, as mentioned, lacks any identity of its
own. Interestingly, in the USA, edge cities contain over one third of the
country’s office space, over 200 of them had been built, and have been
known to be heavily marketed by the media following lobbying from land
developers.

To conclude, a very lively description of the modern city form (“City
Lite”) is also to be found in Soja’s quote of Bender:

“. . . vision of the city today is that of an entertainment zone—
a place to visit, a place to shop; it is no more than a live-in
theme park. . . Such pseudo-city culture offers scenes of city
life, not the city itself. . . The complexity of that [city’s] his-
tory, like the social and physical complexity of the city more
generally, nourishes the human spirit. . . Life in the Lite City
reveals no passage of time, no history. The City Lite does not
age; it is consumed and replaced. It is anytime and anyplace—
it no longer holds culture. . . ”

Aside from describing the grim state of some of the cities today, Ben-
der also takes note of the impact modern media, such as the internet,
might have on a city’s social structure; location might no longer be the
determining factor in the employment process, much like it isn’t as big a
factor as it used to be in social groups.
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2.3.2 Social Geography

Social geography is concerned the spatial constitution of society and the
influence social processes have on it. Here, the tree most prominent mod-
els are presented.

One of the older models is the concentric model, introduced in 1925
by Burgess [15, 19]. It postulates that the spatial structure within a city
consists of concentric rings around a perceived city core. Each ring is then
home to a different set of city functions and social groups. However, the
specific assignment of functions and social groups is not unambiguous.

Bugress based his model on the early 20th century Chicago and ob-
served that the city could be divided into six different zones. The two
inner-most zones cater for the service sector and the industry sector.
They are both characterized by providing a large amount of employment
and by a high level of accessibility. Next to it live the first generation
immigrants, too poor to be able to commute over longer distances, fol-
lowed by working class, middle class, and upper class rings, each of them
being more affluent than the previous one and being able to live further
away from the polluted centre. Although widely used, the model has been
criticized as only being relevant to US cities of the first half of the 20th

century [30, 15].

Indeed, in 1960, Sjoberg[15] has described the pre-industrial European
city as following the the same spatial structure, but with an inverted gra-
dient. There, the elite would live in would live in the inner most rings3.
The next ring, still within the city walls, would accomodate servants and
craftsmen, with the poorest people, stripped of the settlement’s defensive
functions, living on the outskirts.

In 1939, Hoyt proposed a model where the social groups and indus-
try congregate in circular sectors around the central business district.
He ascribed this to the tendency of various traffic arteries, mainly rail-
ways, [13, p. 120] to extend outwards from the geographical centre of
the city; see Figure 2.5 for an illustration. However, the central business
district, which has to be accessible by everybody, stays in the centre.

Finally, the nuclei model, due to Harris and Ullman[16], is based on vari-
ous city functions competing for land, with attractive and repulsive forces

3The difference between the downtown, or CBD, of most US cities and the histor-
ical centres of some European cities in almost tangible.
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Figure 2.5: Time progression of settled areas within the Chicago
metropolitan region, illustrating the Hoyt model. The tentacle-like sprawl
along traffic arteries is clearly apparent. Reproduced from [13, p. 98].

between those functions pushing them apart or together at the same time.
For example, luxurious villas are unlikely to neighbour a heavy industry
zone, and a storage facility is never going to be able to compete with
banks for central business district land. On the other hand, common in-
terest leads to people and companies flocking, giving rise to industrial
parks, jewellery districts, and gated communities.

As a result, cities start to break into multiple nuclei, each possibly
with a more specialized function. For example, a new mall might appear
near an isolated residential zone, or various stores might appear near
university campuses.

As can be seen, various socially geographic models exist. With a little bit
of twisting, each of them might be applied in various scenarios, but at
the same time, each of them is an ex-post analysis of existing situations
at specific points in time.

2.3.3 Summary

We hope to have demonstrated that cities are very complex systems. As
of now, the reader should have a much clearer idea of the difficulty and
ambiguity of the task at hand.
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3. Previous Work

Our cheif interest is in generating the street network of a city. However,
the relevant works usually go further than that, extending their methods
to building generation [25] or parcel generation[38]. We will only discuss
these works as they relate to our main topic. Due to them not being eas-
ily applicable, we do not discuss any simulations used in the humanities.
The interested reader, however, will find the book by Helly [11] a good
starting point.

A 2001 paper by Parish and Müller [27, 25] is probably the first pub-
lished effort to generate realistic cities for use in computer graphics. To
generate streets, the authors use a L-system with a fixed set of rules
which produces a candidate road. Two functions—one that controls the
streets and one that controls the highways—are implemented in the ap-
plication’s logic and can be called from within the L-system, possibly
modifying the proposed candidate.

Highways and streets are subject to four different patterns: a) the ba-
sic pattern that follows a population map for both highways and streets;
it is the most common style for highways, b) a New York pattern that
uses a global or local angle to generate rotated regular grids for both
highways and streets, c) a radial pattern, only applied to highways, that
creates ring roads around a city centre, d) and a San Francisco pattern
that follows the direction of the smallest slope for both streets and high-
ways, adding, further streets following the direction of the highest slope.

This algorithm has two noteworthy properties. First, the street pat-
terns need a population density map to function, reducing the algorithm
to a top-down approach. Second, the street patterns are hard-coded into
the application’s logic and are unlikely to be fully reproducible within a
generic rule system. However, the basic idea is sound and served as an
inspiration for our street pattern system (see Section 4.2.6).

A later follow-up paper [38] introduced simulation of cities over time.
A street generation system with a fixed number of patterns very similar
to the one in [27] is used, but the original L-system and its queue-like
behaviour is replaced by stochastically choosing from a set of possible
construction site candidates. This provides a finer control over the rate
at which new streets are grown.

Instead of directly building minor and major roads, the algorithm
just plans them. They only get “constructed” once the traffic simulation,
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run over both the planned and constructed roads, assigns enough traffic
to them. The traffic is simulated by considering “trips” between different
pairs of roads within a city. A distribution of trip end points and the
amount of people taking a trip is determined by weighting each street
with the number of people using the nearby blocks. To calculate the
number of people per block, the algorithm considers the intermediate
results of a land use simulation.

The land use simulation itself is highly flexible, allowing the user
to specify any number or land use types, each with a user-made land-
value formula based on predefined variables such as water distance and
city center distance. Each block within the city is then assigned one of
those land use types at random and a disequilibrium simulation is used
to determine the changes in land use over time. The street generation
algorithm runs at two scales; after the planned major roads form a loop,
the inside of this loop is filled with planned minor roads. The street
pattern depends on the chosen land use .

Some rudiments of a top-down method are apparent; since the major
roads are grown first, they cannot reflect their own function, i.e. trans-
portation, within the system. The high configurability is probably also
the method’s greatest weakness, leaving the burden of choosing the appli-
cable land use model to the user. Notably, some models that can be used
to model land use—such as the sector model, see Section 2.3.2—probably
cannot be simulated using this method at all. Nevertheless, the modified
street generation system would be of benefit to our implementation and
some of the principles behind the traffic simulation are also replicated in
our method.

Another interesting paper is due to Vanegas et al. [35]. In it, a behav-
ioral simulation adapted from urban modelling research is used to help
generate user-designed cities. After the user sketches the city’s highways,
the map is overlaid with a regular grid. The properties of each cell in the
grid are described by a set of variables such as population density or road
curvature, and the relationships between them are given by a system of
ordinary differential equations.

Values of the variables can be constrained, hand-defined, or left alone
by the user. By iteratively advancing the state of the system by integrat-
ing the ODEs, the system strives to reach an equilibrium that is then
used to generate, among others, the resulting street network.

Again, a system very similar to [27] is implemented. The main novelty
is that the construction of roads stops once they have covered a large
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enough portion of the jobs and population in the relevant cell.
Despite sharing the shortcomings of [38], the method is an interesting

blend between the top-down and bottom-up approaches and its results
are very convincing.

Galin et al. [22] describe a method for generating roads over terrain that
is largely similar to the method we developed (see Section 4.2.3). After
discretizing the space with a lattice, an A? algorithm is used to find the
shortest path, accounting for curvature, road-width, and other aspects in
the process. Lastly, complex methods for generating bridges and tunnels
are described.

Other works in the field include a) an agent-based road network genera-
tion system by Lechner [20], b) a method by Sun et al. [33], which is less
advanced variant of Müller’s approach [27], c) a very top-down but imme-
diately useful model by Groenewegen et al. [9], d) and tensor-field based
user-aided generation method [4] that generates very plausible results,
but that unfortunately isn’t directly applicable to our scenario.Finally, a
somewhat outdated survey of other methods was given in [18].

It should be noted that both currently and historically, the biggest em-
phasis has been on user-aided city generation, as manifested by [27, 38,
35, 4]. This is largely due to the fact that procedural city modelling
is mostly employed in areas where the ability to pre-configure or modify
certain portions of the city is more important than being able to generate
a larger quantity of them.
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4. Our Method

In this chapter, we present our proposed method for historically con-
sistent growing of city road networks. We start by explaining why our
method makes sense. After a quick overview, the whole method is de-
scribed in detail.

4.1 Rationale

According to [16], there are four basic types of urban settlements. First,
the so-called “central places” provide services—such as administration
or hospitals—to their surrounding regions and require easy accessibili-
ty. Next, there are cities that harvest natural resources—gold, ores, fish,
etc.—and whose location is determined by the resources’ locations. A
third kind of urban settlement connects other cities, often facilitating
trade or manufacturing services, and is most likely to be located on an
intersection of transportation channels or in places where the modes of
transportation change. Finally, the fourth kind accounts for cities which
fall into none of the previous three categories and whose location is pri-
marily determined by human factor or chance.

As can be seen, at least the first three of the four city types are heav-
ily depend on its neighbourhood for its economy, as is most probably the
majority of cities within the fourth category. An administrative centre is
obviously of little use if it has no region to serve, a mining town needs
to rely on export for its income, and the very existence of some of the
cities is due to the need to process, pack, and distribute the goods that
get transported over it. We can even say that the state of a city is deter-
mined by its neighbourhood, and we would indeed have trouble finding
a completely isolated city on a map.

In some cases, the road-city causality might initially be inverted,
e.g. a city might grow around a fortification built in a defensively ad-
vantageous location or on a natural-resource rich place, and only then
attract roads; nevertheless, as soon as the city starts to grow, the con-
nections to its neighbouring cities will become determinant in the city’s
future.

So far, we have argued that the neighbourhood within which a city ex-
ists, or the topology thereof, plays a significant role in the city’s economy.
Next, we will show that not only the overall well-being of a city, but also
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its form and shape, depend on its neighbourhood. As discussed in Sec-
tion 2.3.1 an Section 2.3.2, mobility has always played an important part
in a city’s internal ecosystem. People have to stay within reasonable dis-
tance, as measured by travelling time, of their work-place and so does the
industrial and commercial sector with respect to their customers. Since
traffic arteries greatly decrease the time of a commute, it is only logical
that the demand for land located close to these traffic arteries is going to
be higher than the demand for land in more desert places. We also notice
that while the origin of the demand changes—people in the 19th century
would more readily live close to railway tracks than would people in the
21st century, whose place is surrendered to industry or commerce—the
demand itself only scales down as the lateral mobility with respect to the
traffic arteries increases.

This is all obviously an oversimplification. Other factors are involved
and have been modelled, but in fact, most of those, as has been shown
in Section 2.3.2, are highly context sensitive. Due to the fact that the
traffic artery induced demand for land is relatively context-independent,
we take it as the best estimator of a city’s growth.

A city, however, consists not only of the main arteries, but also of small-
er roads that “grow” in-between. Different tendencies can be observed in
the street networks of historical cities, with each historical era showing a
slightly different pattern. Isolating those street patterns and constructing
new streets according to a different street pattern as the time changes,
we could generate cities that exhibit properties similar to the properties
of the original.

By steering the city’s global growth by means of a traffic simulation and
modelling local growth by emulating historical road patterns, we hope to
grow cities with a rather high degree of historical consistency.

4.2 Algorithm

First, we define the terminology used in the rest of the thesis. A road is
a real world place of transportation that connects two different locations
and that is usually paved. A street is a term we use to describe the
application’s representation of a straight segment of a road. It follows
that a road can be approximated by several streets. Lastly, a path is
always used in the graph-theoretic sense, and represents the output of
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the Dijkstra’s algorithm. It consists of edges, not streets. A conversion
between the two is, however, possible.

4.2.1 Overview

Following the reasons outlined in the previous section, we start our road
network growing process by generating “supra-regional” roads on an emp-
ty map. These roads connect the site of our future city with its hypothet-
ical neighbours and give it its initial shape. We take care to connect those
roads so that they form intersections, i.e. the points that will constitute
the nuclei of our future city.

In the near neighbourhood of those nuclei, we then chose several
points lying on the already existing supra-regional roads and use them
as the seed points that grow new streets. As time advances, we switch
between the different pre-defined street patterns, allowing the gradient
of the resulting street network to change gradually .

To facilitate the growth of new major roads, we consider a simple
traffic simulation. In it, we modulate the traffic between the respective
hypothetical neighbours that flows through our city; if this traffic exceeds
the capacity of the road, we have to find a new road to bypass the already
congested areas, creating a new major road in the existing geometry, or
generating a completely new bypass.

The algorithm outputs a street network in the form of a drawing
of a planar graph1. Additionally, the inner faces of this planar graph,
representing the lots in a city, are also output, together with their age.
The whole process is illustrated in Figure 4.1.

4.2.2 General

The simulation takes place in a 3-dimensional Euclidean space (R3). In it,
we assume the XY plane to be the surface we build on, with the positive
x axis going east, and the positive y axis going north. The elevation z
at a point (x, y) is then defined to increase along the positive z axis. For
our implementation, we chose to use metres as a unit of measure and all
further measurements, in all three dimensions, will be given as such. The
algorithm only works over theM = 〈xmin, xmax〉× 〈ymin, ymax〉 subset of
the XY plane (see Figure 4.2a).

The elevation is defined by means of an elevation map. The bijection

1For convenience, we will somewhat incorrectly use the term “planar graph” in-
stead of the term “drawing of a planar” from now on.
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Figure 4.1: The process of growing a city illustrated; left to right, bottom
to top, on an empty map, the initial road network, consisting of supra-
regional roads, is built. At the intersections and bridge end points, cities
start to emerge. When the traffic reaches high volumes, bypasses need to
be built. Those will, however, eventually be absorbed by the city.

〈0, 1〉 × 〈0, 1〉 ↔ 〈xmin, xmax〉 × 〈ymin, ymax〉

is used to map the coordinates from the elevation map’s texture space to
M. For each point (x, y) ∈ M, the elevation map uniquely defines the
elevation by

‡ : (x, y)→ z ∈ 〈zmin, zmax〉

where zmin and zmax are respectively the heightmap’s minimal and max-
imal elevations. Two more elevations, the water-plane elevation zw and
the legal-for-construction elevation zl, are defined (see Figure 4.2b). Each
point with an elevation less than zw is considered to be water and each
point with an elevation greater than zl is considered safe for road con-
struction. The legal-for-construction elevation is always stricly greater
than the water-plane elevation (zw < zl).
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Figure 4.2: On the left side, world space and M are illustrated. On the
right side, elevation map’s sample points (vertical lines) are linearly in-
terpolated to give an elevation on each point of M; the meanings and
relationships of zmin, zmax, zw, and zl are illustrated.

The elevation map is implemented using a rectangular bitmap where the
pixels constitute the individual elevation samples. The samples are at
bilinearly interpolated, as not doing so would results in a terrain with a
terraced structure that the algorithm might not be able to deal with.

4.2.3 Pathfinding

We would like to be able to connect any two points on the map with
a road. Such a road, however, cannot be arbitrary. When walking be-
tween two points on a map, the paths people would use would eventually
converge to the (as measured by travelling time) shortest one.

In order to find the shortest path between two points on a map, we
define a pathfinding graph G = (V,E) over it. The set V of the graph’s
vertices is defined by covering M with a uniform point lattice.
Each vertex v ∈ V on the lattice is then connected with other vertices in
its immediate lattice neighbourhood, defining the set E. More precisely,
we define the neighbourhood of a vertex vi (positioned at (xi, yi) on the
lattice) as all other vertices vj on the lattice whose coordinates (xj, yj) ∈
{xi − w, . . . , xi + w} × {yi − w, . . . , yi + w} and say that the relative
position of each vertex vj 6= vi defines a direction. For each direction,
we then simply connect vi with the closest vj, creating ek = {vi, vj}; see
Figure 4.3 for an illustration. The resulting graph G is connected and
permits us to approximate smooth curves (paths) relatively well.

The greater the half-size w of a vertex’s neighbourhood is, the more
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w

Figure 4.3: The first quadrant of a vertex’s neighbourhood. The vertex
(large dot) is connected by edges (lines) to the nearest other vertex in
each direction. The half-size w is shown on the right side. Note that the
neighbourhood’s quadrants would share points on the x and y axes and
that the side of the whole neighbourhood would be 2w − 1.

natural-looking the resulting paths will be, and vice versa. A particular
example of the possible artifacts is apparent in the case of a long straight
road running at a small angle with respect to the lattice’s orientation;
unless the value of w is very large, there are no edges in G running at
such small angles, resulting in a step-like approximation of the road. Val-
ues of w greater or equal to 6 for a lattice pitch of around 15 metres
provide very believable results for most scenarios (The paper by Galin
[22] provides a more in-depth discussion of the issue).

Next, we assign a weight to each edge e ∈ E. To do this, we uniformly
position several samples si along the edge e; marching (iterating) over
the sample points, we record the largest inclination angle α between con-
secutive sample points and check that the elevation at each si is legal
for construction (‡(si) ≥ zl). If the largest inclination angle exceeds a
preset limit, or if at least one of the sample points is at an illegal eleva-
tion, the weight is defined to be infinite. Otherwise, it is defined to be a
combination of its length and maximal inclination.

weight(e) =

{
∞ ∃si : ‡(si) ≤ zl or α > αmax
c1 · length(e) · α otherwise

In the implementation, we successfully used αmax = π
6

and c1 = 0.3 · 180
π

.
Due to heightmap interpolation, the marching section is the bottleneck
of this part of the algorithm.
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As described so far, all edges that traverse an area with elevation be-
low zl will have infinite weights. To allow for bridges over water bodies,
additional edges have to be added to E. For each vertex v ∈ V , samples
are placed on a circle centered at v. If at least one of these sample points
is located over water, the vertex is marked as a possible starting point of
a bridge; otherwise, it is discarded from further consideration.

The ideal bridge in our algorithm is assumed to be roughly perpen-
dicular to the outline of the water body and strictly horizontal. Without
explicit knowledge about the shape of the water body we need to cross,
this goal is achieved by optimizing the length of the bridge. From each
vertex v, a pre-defined number of uniformly distributed rays is shot and
along them, sample points si are placed. Among these sample points, the
first point si with an elevation smaller than that of v and the first point
sj with an elevation greater or equal to si are found. Bi-section between
sj and the previous sample point sj−1 is used to find the exact point be
along the ray with an elevation equal to si; if this is not possible or if
there exists no water incident sample point between si and sj, i.e. if the
bridge doesn’t cross water, the ray is discarded.

The ray with the smallest distance between si and be is then chosen
as the basis for a new bridge. This means that at most one bridge is
generated for each vertex. As the bridge’s end points are generally not
coincident with any vertices already in V , two new vertices vfrom and vto
might need to be added to V , along with the bridge edge e = {vfrom, vto}.
To connect the bridge with the rest of the pathfinding graph G, connec-
tor edges that connect both vfrom and vto to all other vertices within
a pre-defined radius are generated. Weights of the connector edges are
calculated using the above mentioned weight(e) formula. The weight of
the bridge edge is given as c2 · length(e), where c2 is a very large con-
stant. This forces the pathfinding algorithm to only use bridge edges
when absolutely necessary.

4.2.4 Supra-Regional Roads

A generated city is assumed to be connected with several other cities
lying outside ofM. We will connect these neighbouring cities using new
(supra-regional) roads, thereby creating an initial road network for out
future city. The order and end point pairs of these supra-regional roads,
as well as the azimuths of the neighbouring cities wi, constitute a neigh-
bourhood configuration.

For each neighbouring city wi, the intersection point between the map’s
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frame (M) and a ray pointing from the center of the map towards the
neighbouring city wi is computed. As we’re only able to pathfind between
lattice points, each intersection point needs to be approximated using the
closest vertex ξi ∈ V , which we will also refer to as the entry point of wi.

A neighbourhood configuration can be either given, or automatical-
ly generated. In either case, at least one intersection of supra-regional
roads needs to be generated. We therefore have to have at least three
neighbouring cities and at least two supra-regional roads defined. For
automatic generation of the neighbourhood configurations, the following
heuristic is used. A random number n ∈ 〈3, 8〉 of directions, with equal
angles of 2π

n
radians in-between, is generated. Based on a parameter p1,

each direction is then perturbed by ±p · 2π
n
· 1

2
. Finally, all of the an-

gles are shifted by p2. Each of the directions corresponds to one of the
neighbouring cities. The set of supra-regional roads is then given as

{(ξi, ξj) | j = i+ (n÷ 2) for i = 0, . . . , (n÷ 2)− 1 + (n mod 2)}

meaning that we pair an entry points ξi with the roughly opposite entry
points ξi+(n÷2), generating (n÷ 2) + (n mod 2) pairs.

To generate a supra-regional road, the shortest path between the
paired entry points is found, e.g. using the Dijkstra’s algorithm. To facil-
itate road reuse, the weights of the edges along each road are multiplied
by a coefficient before a further supra-regional road is generated. If roads
between all entry point pairs are found, and at least one intersection is
generated, the neighbourhood configuration is deemed acceptable.

This process is repeated until a suitable neighbourhood configuration
is found, or until the maximum number of tries is reached; in that case,
the input heightmap is rejected. This heuristic works well for most maps,
but can have trouble with maps with extensive water bodies on the edges.
More complex methods for neighbourhood configuration generation could
be devised; these, however, would contribute very little to the overall
outcome quality of the thesis and are considered out of scope.

4.2.5 GIS

The roads and intersections in a road network are stored within a spatial
database (or GIS, short for Geographical Information System). In it, the
road network is represented as a planar graph, whose edges we will refer
to as streets and whose vertices we will refer to as crossings. Each path
within the pathfinding graph can therefore be stored in a GIS by adding
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the respective edges and vertices as streets and crossings. However, spe-
cial care has to be taken to keep the graph planar.

4.2.6 Street Patterns

New individual streets in a city are always generated from preexisting
crossings. The manner in which these streets are generated constitutes a
specific street pattern, or in other words, a recognizable local structure
within the street network.

A new street is, aside from the location of the originating crossing, de-
termined by its length and orientation. Depending on the isWorldSpace

flag, the orientation is either defined with respect to world space, or
with respect to the time-wise first incident street of the crossing (cross-
ing space). When a new street is to be added, four street proposals are
generated using the methods described below:

1. Default - A new angle is generated using a probability distribu-
tion (function) anglePDF. The probability distribution can be both
discrete or continuous. If it is discrete, only certain specified angles
will be generated, each with its assigned probability. If it is contin-
uous, any angle within 〈0, 2π〉 with a non-zero probability density
can be generated.

There are two ways in which a street length can be proposed. If a
lengthPDF probability distribution is given, the street length will
be distributed accordingly. Alternatively, the street length can be
a function lengthFromOrientation of the initial crossing’s orien-
tation, subject to isWorldSpace.

This is the principal street proposing method. The three other
methods are its derivatives.

2. Extend - Checks whether increasing the length of the Default
proposal street would result in an intersection2. If so, it proposes a
street that would connect to the intersection point.

3. Shorten - If the Default street intersects any other streets, the
method proposes to connect to the first of these intersections.

4. Snap - Proposes a street that connects to the nearest crossing
within a snapRadius distance of the Default street’s proposed
end point.

2Here, we mean an intersection with a street that doesn’t already share a crossing
with the proposal street.
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The proposals are then evaluated, with the first valid one being cho-
sen. To make the streets appear more natural, the Snap, Shorten, and
Extend methods are evaluated first, allowing the new streets to connect
to preexisting streets easily. Finally, the Default method is considered.

For a proposal street to be accepted, several conditions have to be
met. The newly proposed proposed street a) musn’t intersect any other
non-incident streets or crossings, b) has to subtend an angle no smaller
than minAngle with any street it shares a crossing with, c) has to have
a length of between minLength and maxnLength metres, d) needs to
be at a distance of at least minCSDistance to any other non-incident
street3, e) mustn’t have its new end-crossing at a distance of less than
minCCDistance to any other preexisting crossings, f) mustn’t create a
triangle of 3 streets and 3 crossings within the resulting planar graph,
g) and has to have both incident crossings of a degree that is smaller or
equal to maxDegree.

Each of the methods can be enabled or disabled (defaultEnabled,
extendEnabled, shortenEnabled, snapEnabled), allowing for street pat-
terns that need to bypass some of those methods.

One attempt to generate a bridge per crossing is made; the bridge
generation method is identical to the method described in Section 4.2.3.
To prevent a large number of bridges from appearing, bridges are regis-
tered and a proposed bridge is rejected if its Euclidian distance to any
other bridge is smaller than a predefined constant.

A queue Q of crossings that can be used to generate new streets is kept.
Initially, this queue is filled with the crossings that represent the intersec-
tions between the supra-regional roads. As these crossings might already
have a high degree, uniformly spaced points on the streets incident with
each such crossing are considered. Using a Gaussian distribution, each of
these points is either converted to a crossing and added to the queue or
rejected. The end points of bridges are also added into the queue.

At the beginning of each step, the number q of crossings in the queue is
saved. For each of these q crossings, several attempts to generate enough
streets to reach the maxDegree degree in each crossing are made. After
that, the crossing is marked as processed and removed from the queue. If
a newly generated street adds a new crossing to the GIS, it is also added
to the queue with an exception that will be discussed below. Lastly, new
major road intersections (see Section 4.2.7 are added to the queue to

3For two non-intersecting streets in 2 dimensions, this is also the distance between
the streets.
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emulate cities (see Section 2.3.1).
The inner faces of the street network’s planar graph are understood

to be the blocks of the generated city. If a block neighbours a crossing
that was in the queue at the beginning of the step (active crossing), it is
deemed to be a construction site, as the active crossing can generate new
streets that can change the shape and topology of the block. A block is
final if it doesn’t neighbour any active crossings. However, the Shorten
and Extend methods can split existing streets by adding a new crossing
(the end point of a newly generated street) somewhere along the length
of the street. If this happens to a street adjacent to a final block, the
resulting new crossing is not added into the queue to prevent the final
block from being modified.

4.2.7 Growing New Major Roads

New major roads are analogous to the supra-regional roads. They rep-
resent large-scale behaviour within a city and do not follow the more
local street patterns. Again, we would like to be able to find a path that
connects two arbitrary points (vertices) on the map.

To allow for further discussion, we have to introduce two additional
definitions. A block is classified as a water block if at least one water
sample has been found under it4. A bad block is a block that is unlikely
to be used for any usual construction purposes. We implement this vague
condition by checking whether the area of the block is too large for a
usual construction lot (95 m2). This simple condition has proven to be
more reliable than more complex semantically based methods5.

In order to prevent a newly found path in G from intersecting existing
parts of the city, we have to remove all of its edges that lie under it. For
vertices, we do that by removing all vertices (and their indicent edges)
except for those in the outer face of the GIS’s planar graph and those
that lie within water blocks or bad blocks. For edges, we delete all edges
that are not completely within either a (single) water block, a (single)
bad block, or the planar graph’s outer edge. Those are then necessarily
at least partially within the city or cross one of the roads.

4Making sure that one of the incident streets is a bridge is not enough.
5Another approach we considered involved classifying streets depending on whether

they are city streets or country streets, with different (disjoint) city nuclei being taken
into account. It failed in cases where several nuclei, placed for example along the
perimeter of a circle, grow together. Since they then form one large agglomeration,
the inner part, although possibly very vast, would be incorrectly classified as a valid
city block.
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We now have the graph G without any edges or vertices that would
lie within the city. To allow the pathfinding algorithm to search within
cities, we first add a copy of the GIS’s planar graph into G. To make
G a connected graph, we iterate over all vertices originally on the outer
face, the water blocks, and the bad blocks, and connect them to all oth-
er vertices within a predefined radius, granted that these edges do not
intersect any of the non-incident streets. Below, we will refer to the origi-
nal pathfinding graph as G and to the modified (augmented) pathfinding
graph as G′.

At this point, a road connecting any two points on the lattice or
within the city can be found by pathfinding over G′. However, only roads
connecting the entry points ξ will need to be built. Four types of major
roads are used in the algorithm:

1. Bypass - A road connecting two vertices in G′ using only edges of
G and edges of G′ representing streets incident with two final or
active blocks. This condition forces it to sway away from streets on
the inside of cities. Since this kind of major road is supposed to rep-
resent highways, a smoothing algorithm is applied to the resulting
path; see below for a more detailed description.

2. City Road A basic, unmodified road, as found by the pathfinding
algorithm. It is supposed to represent major roads in older cities.

3. Smooth City Road A city road with extra penalties induced for
sharp curves along the path. It is supposed to represent a type of
major road in modern cities.

4. Rebuilding City Road First, a regular city road is found. It is
then smoothened and used as a template for deleting all existing
streets, crossings, and blocks that are in its way. All crossings ad-
jacent to the deleted streets are added to the queue so that the
destructed part can “heal”. The construction of this kind of road
might cause temporary disconnectednes of the GIS’s planar graph.
It is supposed to represent situations where new streets are con-
structed in place of old, deprecated city quarters.

The smoothing algorithm takes a poly-line consisting of n line seg-
ments li as its input. The poly-line is split into pairs of consecutive
line segments {l1, l2}, {l3, l4}, . . . , {ln−1, ln}. Each pair defines a trinagle
4ABC with a centroid bi = A+B+C

3
. The resulting smoothened poly-line

is then defined by a sequence l1, b1, b2, . . . , bn÷2, ln of its vertices. For an
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odd n, the final line segment is not a part of any triangle. The smooth-
ing method is therefore asymmetric, giving a different result if the order
of vertices in a poly-line is reversed. Importantly, the end points of the
poly-line remain in their place and the number of poly-line vertices de-
creases for non-trivial instances. The latter is imporant in preventing
the minCCDistance constraint from being the cause of rejection of new
streets that would connect to a crossing on a smoothened road. The
Chaikin algorithm [17] is then used to somewhat smoothen the result.

A new major road might contain intersections with other major roads.
Such intersections, as well as bridge end points, need to be “pinned down”
during the smoothing parts. This is accomplished by only applying the
smoothing and Chaikin algorithms to non-pinned sub-parts of the poly-
line.

The current implementation of the smoothing algorithm ignores most
street pattern constraints. The smoothing algorithm, instead of checking
for the results validity, always destroys preexisting streets and crossings
in its way, even in the case of a bypass.

4.2.8 Traffic Simulation

We use a traffic simulation to propose new major roads. A major road is
a set of streets generated either as a part of a supra-regional road, or gen-
erated using the methods described in Section 4.2.7. A road that carries
traffic between two points on a map will be referred to as a (traffic) link.
Since only inter-city traffic is considered, the complete set of links after
the supra-regional roads generation step would contain links connecting
entry point pairs in the {{ξi, ξj} | i 6= j, i, j = 1, . . . , n} set. Some
of those are already defined by the supra-regional roads, as described in
Section 4.2.4; the remaining links need to be path-found using edges that
represent the streets in supra-regional roads only.

The maximum traffic over a street s is given as c1 · width(s). The traffic
flowing over a street s is given as ts, and hence the remaining traffic over
a street is defined as tr,s = c1 ·width(s)− ts. Analogously, the traffic over
a link ` is denoted as t`, with the remaining traffic capacity along a link
being given by

tr,` = min
s∈`

(tr,s)

since multiple links might run over a street s, sharing its traffic capacity.
No adjustments for types of transport and travelling speed are made.
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The change of t` along a link ` in each simulation step is given as ∆t` =
(r− c2) · c3, where r is a random number ∈ 〈0, 1〉, c1 ∈ 〈0, 1〉 governs the
overall tendency of t, and c2 the governs the magnitude of the change.

If the new traffic along a link ` between the entry points ξi, ξj, given
as t` := max(0, t` + ∆t`), exceeds the maximum traffic capacity available
along the link (or equally, if ∆t` is greater than the remaining traffic
available along the link `), a new link `′ to route the traffic needs to be
found.

To do this, one of the four major road types is chosen and a link `′ con-
necting the respective entry points ξi, ξj of ` proposed (see Section 4.2.7).
Only edges in G and edges in G′ \G that represent streets with a remain-
ing traffic capacity of at least ∆t` are considered. Streets with at most
one final or active block are considered rebuildable and their maximum
traffic capacity infinite. If the new traffic exceeds c1 ·width(s), the width
of the street is increased.

As an alternative, an attempt, denoted as `′′, to route the traffic along
existing major roads with enough remaining traffic capacity is made. The
physical length of both `′ and `′′ is then calculated and the shorter one
is used as new a link. If `′ is chosen, streets representing the newly built
major road are added to the GIS. The ability to route traffic along pre-
existing major roads prevents the algorithm from constructing possibly
very long new roads where there is enough capacity to route the traffic
along a shorter link entirely within the preexisting major roads network6.

To prevent excessive intersections of major roads, for example where a
new major roads needs to be built along a preexisting road, a “retractor”
coefficient is introduced. For a street s, it is defined as

rs = max

[
c3, 1.0−

(
min(c4,min∀` ||s− `||)

c4

)]
Its goal is to give a value close to 1.0 for streets close to an arbi-

trary link, with a linear fall-off towards c3 for streets at a distance of
c3 and beyond. The distance ||s − `|| between a street s and a link ` is
approximated by the shortest distance between the crossings of ` and
the midpoint of s, although other approximations might have been used.
Each edge representing a street s is then multiplied by this coefficient.

6Discarding the requirment that `′′ be shorter than `′ lowers the amount of newly
constructed roads, making the problem somewhat similar to the max-flow problem.
It, however, also results in the traffic being routed in a quite obscure manner where
small traffic gaps, perhaps unnoticable by humans, are exploited and long detours are
taken.
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In our implementation, c1 = 100, which together with an inital street
width of 6 metres gives an initial traffic capacity of 600 units per street.
To give the traffic simulation a rising tendency, c2 = 0.3 and c3 = 50. The
constants for the computation of the retractor coefficient are c3 = 0.2,
highly discounting some city streets, with c4 = 100 metres for about a
2-3 block fall-off.

4.2.9 Histories and Eras

So far, we have described how new minor roads (street patterns, see
Section 4.2.6) and major roads (see Section 4.2.7) are generated. The
parametrization of street patterns, together with the relative frequency
distribution of major road types, form a (historical) era. For example,
in a medieval era, the street pattern would be mostly organic and new
major roads would most likely be city roads, with no bypasses present.

A sequence of eras, each with an assigned starting date, defines a
history. The city might start its growth on the starting date of the earliest
era or at any later point in time. Generally, we assume no two eras have
a colliding starting date. Notice that nothing prevents us from including
an era at several position in a history. Each history defines a class of cities
with the same historical characteristics, and might therefore be reused
to generate multiple cities within a region.

Further parameters discussed throughout the text might and should
be included in the definition of an era. However, our implementation is
only limited to those mentioned above.
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5. Conclusion

In this thesis, we have proposed a method for procedural generation of
road networks in cities and implemented its prototype. While not perfect,
the resulting networks are believable, historically consistent, and evolve
over time. The method is well suited for batch generation, which could be
especially useful in various strategy oriented video-games. There, use of
both its automated nature and its ability to parametrize multiple cities
at once could be made. Nonetheless, the method is easily modified to
accept population maps and other instance-specific input.

Since the algorithm provides the age of the individual blocks that
could be provided to building generator [24] and only requires a heightmap
to work [36], a more mature implementation of the method could be eas-
ily integrated into a larger production chain.

There are also several drawbacks, most of which are discussed in Sec-
tion 5.3.

5.1 Results

Several results, some of which were generated using manual neighbour-
hood configuration or a modified set of eras, can be seen in Figure 5.1.

The prototype implementation is able to simulate the evolution of
a mid-sized city within several minutes. It is our educated guess that a
heavily optimized implementation could be able to achieve the same task
within tens of seconds. Notice, however, that if multiple cities are to be
grown in parallel, e.g. in a strategic video-game, multiple CPU cores, as
well as the much slower passage of game time, could be exploited.

5.2 Contributions

To the best of our knowledge, our method differs from other already
existing methods in several aspects.

1. First, our street pattern generation system, described in Section 4.2.6,
extends over the fixed L-system used by Müller [25] that most oth-
er related work is based on. In this work, four basic road pattern
types (see Chapter 3 for a detailed description) are defined, not
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Figure 5.1: Cities generated using our method.
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all of which are applicable to minor roads. Instead, we propose a
parametrization that allows the user to create a limited, yet still
vastly more wide range of street patterns.

2. Second, in Section 4.2.9, we propose a method to parametrize the
historical development of cities over time. Although other methods
[38] allow for a temporal simulation of cities, those methods are
based on results that are only valid for limited historical time-
spans (see Section 2.3.2 for a more in-depth discussion) or require a
artist-made map of street patterns. On the other hand, our method,
without further input, generates cities where the evolution is readily
apparent. We believe our method is the most automated method
currently available.

3. Our method is the first not to grow a city on a green field. Instead,
we observed the importance of a city’s neighbourhood and trade
routes in determining the shape and location.

4. We believe our emphasis on a simulation of traffic provides a sim-
pler and historically more stable alternative to the behavioural [35]
and land-use with traffic [38] simulations of urban development
presented elsewhere.

5. A as minor contribution, we are the first to automatically destroy
parts of the cities, recognizing the importance of such a process in
some cities.

6. Finally, our approach tries to simulate cities in a more natural
bottom-up fashion. This is opposed to other in nature mostly top-
down methods that propose major streets before minor streets [27,
35] or that require further input maps [35, 27, 38].

To conclude, we believe that the contributions of our method are non-
trivial and fair, especially if the nature of this work and the standard of
the competition is taken into account.

5.3 Future Work

Despite a large effort, many issues still remain unresolved and many im-
provements remain possible.

The current neighbourhood generation method (see Section 4.2.4) does
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not perform well for maps with terrain gradients that can cause the un-
reachability of certain areas along the maps border. Also, no guarantees
on the position of supra-regional road intersections are given. A method
that would be able to guarantee that those are placed at least some dis-
tance away from the map boundaries and that would work well for a
large spectrum of inputs would greatly enhance the automation of the
algorithm.

Another issue with similar characteristics is that we currently expect
the user to select the approximate location of the city by providing the
heightmap of the respective area. A method for placing cities on large
scale maps based on the principles mentioned in Section 4.1 could en-
hance the automation even furhter.

Next, the assumption (stated in Section 4.1) about the neighbourhood
configuration being determinal for a city’s economy could be further ab-
stracted to gain new insights into the processes involved. When fixed
in time, the system exhibits a degree of statistical self-similarity. Edge
cities (see Section 2.3.1) generated at the intersections of major roads
could themselves be considered as neighbours and vice versa, as the city
grows, an agglomeration with its neighbours could be formed, making the
neighbours of our neighbours the actual neighbours of the agglomeration.

A scale problem similar to the one above might be encountered when
generating supra-regional roads. Since obstacles are only avoided locally,
we might discover further obstacles beyond the boundaries of our map
that make our road building decisions invalid. This also prevents us from
being easily able to extend the map boundaries, as that would require
us to extend the supra-regional networks. As a consequence, research in-
to navigation over very large datasets would be necessary to allow for a
correction of the positions of entry points. As a result, the supra-regional
roads, and therefore the whole map, could validly be extended.

The traffic simulation (see Section 4.2.8) needs to be extended so that
it adjusts for the mode of transportation it simulates. Also, intersec-
tions and their influence on traffic flow is not considered when supra-
regional roads or new links are being generated, reducing the realism of
the method. If some of the above proposals were implemented, the real-
ism of the method could be further improved by simulating goods trade
for larger regions, possibly letting the topology of the trade routes and
city types have a substantial influence on the growth rate and the shape
of individual cities. Lastly, other modes of transport, such as railway or
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transporation by ships, need to be considered.

Further work could be invested into developing more advanced street
network representation methods. The current planar graph doesn’t for
example allow for multi-level crossings. A related problem is mentioned
in the paragraph discussing the smoothing algorithm in Section 4.2.7
and also manifests itself in the conversion of supra-regional roads and
new major roads into a street and crossing representation. In both cas-
es, crossings are used to represent the shape of a road rather than an
actual city crossing. This makes the street generation algorithm reject
otherwise valid streets due to them violating the more semantically in-
tended minCCDistance and minCSDistance constraints. The latter could
be remedied by distinguishing between actual city crossing and shape-
carrying crossings, or by adding generic curves into the algorithm.

The quality of the major roads generated by the traffic simulation is
also limited. More complex rule set for existing major road types, espe-
cially bypasses, as well as a finer classification, need to be developed.

Another limitation of the algorithm is due to the set of active cross-
ings being maintained by a queue. This prevents the algorithm from
processing the crossings in smaller batches, as the ordering of crossings
within the queue is highly correlated with their position on the map. By
replacing the FIFO queue by a list with stochastic selection, as done for
example by [38], we would gain finer control over the number of cross-
ings processed in each step. This, in turn, would allow us to introduce a
function that would control the speed of growth during the simulations
steps.

Finally, the speed of the current implementation could be improved by
employing more advanced data structures and improving the data flow
within the application. Some parts of the algorithm, especially the gener-
ation of the initial pathfinding graph G, should be quite straight-forward
to implement on a GPU, increasing the final speed
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A. User Manual

The application is a prototype implementation of the algorithm described
in the previous sections. Due to the large scope of the project, not all
functionality has been implemented.

A.1 Installation and Requirements

The application was developed and tested on a Windows XP Professional
and Home Edition 32-bit system and requires the Microsoft .NET Frame-
work, version 3.5 or higher. While there are no other explicit require-
ments, the application is very computationally demanding. It is therefore
advisable to run it on a computer with a fast CPU. No use of multiple
CPU cores is made by the application’s computational subprogram.

To install the application, simply unpack the archive from the at-
tached CD to your hard-disk. If you are using a more recent version
of Windows, you might need to grant the application writing rights to
its directiory and the respective subdirectories. The application can be
started by running the StadtEngine.exe file.

A.2 Overview

The goal of the application is to procedurally generate cities. This takes
place in discrete steps, with the application giving the user the chance to
adjust the parameters and observe the city’s evolution. Theoretically, the
whole process is automated and doesn’t need human interaction. Howev-
er, in some cases, the algorithm might reject the input as unacceptable.
Additionally, the user will typically want to observe the application’s in-
termediate results, possibly changing parameters as the simulation pro-
gresses.

Each city follows a pre-described history, i.e. a sequence of several
historical eras. Each era describes the road-building properties of its
time, namely the street pattern used for generic (minor) street building
and the methods used to build new major roads. By describing the eras
and arranging them in a sequence, the user can define a historical pattern
to be followed by a specific class of cities.
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A.3 User Interface

The application’s main window is depicted in Figure A.1. It consists of
a toolbar (top), a sidebar (right), an output console (bottom), and a
viewport (center right).

Figure A.1: Main window

The application itself is mainly controlled using the toolbar (see Fig-
ure A.2), located on the top of the main window. From left to right, the
toolbar contains the following controls:

Figure A.2: Toolbar

• Step block Allows the user to set the step the simulation should
run to.
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• Run to Starts the simulation, stopping at the step specified in step
block.

• Step Runs a single step of the simulation.

• Pause Pauses a simulation that is currently in progress after the
completion of the current step. This allows the user to adjust set-
tings or to look at the intermediate results.

• Stop Stops the simulation after the current step is completed. This
erases all results and resets the simulations.

• Step indicator Shows the current step of the simulation.

• Date indicator Shows the simulation’s current date. Currently,
this is always a multiple of 365.

• Save sequence A switch allowing the user to enable or disable
the intermediate saving of results. Step-by-step results are saved as
PNG files into a timestamp-named output directory in two (2500×
2500, 500× 500) resolutions. This option is enabled by default and
the output directory is always created. The results are always stored
in a presentable form.

• Screenshot Saves a timestamp-named screenshot into the output
directory. The screenshot is, again, made in two different resolu-
tions, and reflects the current state of the viewport (see below).

• Import heightmap When the simulation is stopped, this option
will allow the user to load a new heightmap. The heightmap is
expected to be a RGB bitmap, with the intensity (sum of the R,
G, and B channles) at each pixel serving as the intensity value.
After a input bitmap is selected, the respective elevation values
and map metrics need to be input (see Section 4.2.2).

• Fit to screen Zooms the viewport in or out to make the heightmap
fit the viewport.

• Custom neighbourhood If checked, let’s the user decide the ini-
tial setup of the city’s neighbourhood. If unchecked, the the ap-
plication will try to generate a random initial setup. The custom
neighbourhood dialog, which is also shown if automatic neighbour-
hood generation fails repeatedly, is described in Section A.3.1.
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• Heightmap toggle Shows or hides the heightmap.

• About Displays an “About” dialog.

In the sidebar, two tabs can be found. The left (Layers, see Figure A.3b)
tab gives the user control over what is shown in the viewport. By ticking
and unticking the checkboxes in the list, the user can show and hide
various layers, each of which contains a part of the graphical presentation.
The highlighted layers can be moved up or down using the Up and Down
buttons.

The Paths, Streets, and Blocks layers form the core of the presenta-
tion, representing the major streets, minor streets, and the city blocks
respectively. With only a graphical purpose, the Substreets layer on pro-
vides the border for main streets. Finally, the rest of the layers displays
debugging information. The Retractor and Traffic layers show street at-
tributes (see Section 4.2.8 for more details) with dark green meaning 0.0
and saturated red meaning 1.0; the Crossings layers displays the state
and component number (when zoomed in) of individual crossings, the
WaterBlocks and BadBlocks layers shows the pathological blocks, and
the Bridges layer shows the proposed bridges, as discussed in Section
4.2.3.

Under the Up and Down buttons, the advanced user can choose a
specific path to display. The numbers are coincidental and do not have
any specific meaning. By clicking the buttons located under the combo-
box, five different pre-set layout configurations can be activated, with the
Pictoresque one being used for the Save Sequence function.

The right (History, see Figure A.3a) tab allows the user to reconfig-
ure the respective histories. At the very top of the tab, the name of the
current history is given. Under it, a table allows the user to choose an
era (Era), a starting year (Year), and an active/inactive state (Active)
for each history entry. The entries can be rearranged using the Era down
and Era up buttons and entries can be added and removes by clicking
the Add era, Remove era. For a history to be valid, the active entries
have to be ordered (from top) by year.

The changes made to a history are saved implicitly. A different history
can be loaded by choosing its name from the combo-box and clicking the
Load history button. To delete a history, provided that it isn’t the last
one, choose it’s name from the combo-box and press Delete history. A
new history can be added using the New history button; after entering
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(a) History Tab (b) Layers Tab

Figure A.3: The history tab and the layer tab.

the new history’s name, it will be loaded as the current history. The
histories are loaded and saved automatically upon application start and
exit.

Figure A.4: Output console; the first line gives us the number of cross-
ings (103), streets (102), and the size of the queue (17). The second line
indicates that the previous step took almost 71 seconds to complete.

Auxiliary output can be found in the in the Output console. Among
other debugging output, it contains information about the number of
street, crossings, the size of the queue, and the timings of the individual
steps (see Figure A.4).
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A.3.1 Neighbourhood configurator

The neighbourhood configurator dialog (see Figure A.5) allows the user to
create custom neighbourhood setups. The dialog gives a set of between
three and eight neighbours, each of them represented by an direction
angle and a letter. Neighbours can be added (Add neighb. button) and
deleted (Remove neighb. button). Their position, once they are selected
in the list, can be changed using either the slider or the more accurate
numerical input box. The neighbourhood configurationis illustrated in
the right part of the dialog; each neighbour is represented by a labelled
arrow and a semi-transparent line gives the point at which the connecting
road is most likely to start.

Figure A.5: The neighbourhood configurator.

In the bottom left part of the dialog, the paths that connect the neigh-
bours can be set. After being selected from the list, the end points of each
path can be changed using the two combo-boxes. For a path configura-
tion to be valid, there have to be no paths with an undefined end point,
no roads that begin and end in the same end points, and no multiply-
defined road. For the user’s convenience, these conditions are displayed,
in green when not violated and in red when violated, right under the
combo-boxes. Paths can be added and removed using the Add path and
Remove path buttons.

As at least one intersection is desired, at least two paths and three
neighbours have to be defined.
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A.4 Configuration files

The historical eras and histories are specified in the eras.xml and his-

tories.xml XML files. The meanings of the values in eras.xml are
given in Chapter 4 and in the comments within the file. The structure of
histories.xml closely follows the history tab described in the previous
chapter. The history file itself gets rewritten at each application exit and
all comments and unrecognised tags are discarded.

<f unc t i on name=”c o s i n e ” >
<sample x=”PI ∗0 .0” y=”1.0”/>
<sample x=”PI ∗0.25” y=”0.707”/>
<sample x=”PI ∗0 .5” y=”0.0”/>
<sample x=”PI ∗0.75” y=”−0.707”/>
<sample x=”PI ∗1 .0” y=”−1.0”/>

</funct ion>

Figure A.6: The y = cos(x) function defined over 〈0, π〉, approximated
by 5 sample points and linear interpolation.

Where floating point (real) values are expected, the number can be
prefixed with PI*, making the program multiply the number by π. All
names are expected to be alphanumeric, without whitespace. Some of the
parameters are given using the <function> element. Within it, a list of
<sample> elements defines a function y = f(x) by a sequence of sample
points. Whether the function is considered discrete, defined at the given
points only, or continuous, where the values between the end points are
linearly interpolated, is given by the discrete and continuous values of
the type attribute. If the type of the function is automatically deducible,
the given discrete or continuous value is ignored. Should a function
remain undefined, the type attribute needs to be set to undefined. See
Figure A.6 for an example of a function definition.

If an entry couldn’t be read, the user is notified at the application’s
start-up. As eras can only be read from the eras.xml file, there has
to be at least one valid era defined for the application to start. If no
valid histories can be found, a default one is generated and the user can
proceed to define his or her own.
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A.5 Miscellaneous

Several of the parameters are hard-coded and cannot be changed. Those,
most prominently, include the traffic simulation and some of the pathfind-
ing parameters. The traffic simulations is currently set so that it gener-
ates interesting results for heightmaps the size of the default heightmap
or larger and is isotropic, i.e. the traffic with all neighbours is simulated
equally.

The application is stable and has been tested, but there still might
be configurations for which it might crash of misfunction. However, the
algorithm isn’t applicable to some inputs, such as an island scenario.
Such inputs get rejected as invalid.
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B. Programmer’s Manual

In this appendix, a minimal overview of the implementation is given.
We would like to remind the reader that the implementation is only a
prototype of the method described in Chapter 4. It has served and will
in the future serve as a testbed for ideas. Its structure and the quality
of implementation necessarily reflect that. In fact, all our initial efforts
to enforce a more framework-like structure have proven to be contra-
productive in the long term.

B.1 Overview

Due to the its rapid application development capabilities and good GUI
support, we chose to implement the application in C#.

Throughout the code, signs of unmentioned implementational efforts
could be found. The CrossingLevel class, for example, is a rudiment of
an early effort at implementing multi-level crossings. Since the applica-
tion is still in developement, we see little use in deleting those.

The application, having about 600 kB of hand-authored code, can be
divided into three parts, namely 1) A WinForms based GUI part, 2) a
simulation part, 3) and an auxiliary mathematical library.The decision
to implement our own mathematical library is based on reviewing the
currently available C# libraries and experience with extending 3rd party
middle-ware extension.

The first and second parts run in separate threads, allowing for the
presentation of the simulation’s results to be independent of the simula-
tion. After each simulation step, the intermediate results are exchanged
using the canCache and hasCached events. As the GUI part is of little
further technical interest, we will not discuss it in any more depth.

B.2 Structure

The auxiliary mathematical library (the MathAid project), provides the
rest of the application with an instance of .NET’s random number gen-
erator and several mathematical primitives (Vector3D, Line, Segment,
Polygon, Function) with intersection detection routines. The correctness
of the routines is maintained using test-cases (the MathAidTest project).

The GIS class provides a spatial database capable of working with lines
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(Street), points (Crossing), and faces (GISBlocks. It serves as a façade
for the GISStreets, GISCrossings, and GISBlocks interfaces. A brute
force (reference) implementation of those can be found in GISStreets-

Brute, GISCrossingsBrute, and GISBlocksBrute; regular grid imple-
mentations for streets and crossings, composited over the brute force im-
plementations, can be found in GISStreetsGrid and GISCrossingsGrid.
The equivalence of both implementations is then verified in GISStreets-

Test and GISCrossingsTest. A further acceleration structure (Logical-
Grid) is used to make large scale terrain queries faster.

The algorithm itself and its support routines are in rather large Street-

Generator class. In it, the Step function serves an entry point. To gener-
ate the initial supra-regional roads, it calls RunInitialGeneration func-
tion. In further steps, the ProcessCrossing function is called for all
Crossings in the queue. To generate new streets, the FitStreet method
is used. The conformance to the street pattern constraints is checked in
the IsStreetValid function.

In the vertices member variable of the StreetGenerator class, the
pathfinding graph is stored as an adjacency list. To combine the pathfind-
ing graph with the data in GIS, the PreAugmentation, AugmentVertices,
and DeaugmentVertices function need to be called. A new major roads
is grown using the BuildLink method. It is then added into the GIS by
calling the AddRoadFromPoints method.

The traffic simulation is partially implemented in the Step method,
with the majority of the functionality in the PathManager class.

Routines that are used for pathfinding, i.e. FindPath, are in the Dijkstra
class. For that, a custom minimal heap MinHeap with the DecreaseKey

operation had to implemented.
The management of historical eras and histories is done in the Histo-

ricalEra, History, and HistoryManager classes. Code responsible for
heightmap operations can be found in the RasterMap class. The algo-
rithm uses the interface of the Renderer class to render its output. The
WinForms implementation of this interface is called WinFormsRenderer.
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